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Given a Dirichlet form &( ., .) on the unit sphere S in Iw” (n > 2) associated to a 
continuous, symmetric convolution semigroup of measures on a group G of 
isometries on S and given a (G-invariant) Markov process X, on the open unit ball 
B, it is shown that for any real function u E L’(S) with B(u, u) < 00 the X,-harmonic 
extension 17 has limit ti(0) along a.a. paths X, conditioned to exit from B at 0, for 
quasi-all 0 E S, where u’ is a quasi-continuous version of u. This extends in several 
ways classical results due to Beurling and Broman about the existence of radial 
limits quasi-everywhere for a harmonic function in the open unit disc in the plane 
with a finite Dirichlet integral. :(: 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1940, Beurling [ 1 ] proved the following: 
(1.1) If h is a harmonic function in the open unit disc D in the 
plane lR2 such that h has a finite Dirichlet integral, i.e., 
s pvz(x)12dx< cc D 
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(where dx denotes Lebesgue measure), then 
lim h( d’) 
r-l 
exists for quasi-all 9, i.e., for all 6’ E aII\F where F is some set in LJD with 
cap F= 0 (cap denotes logarithmic capacity). 
The following extension of Beurling’s theorem was obtained by Carleson 
in 1967 [3, Theorem V.31: 
(1.2) Let f‘ be continuous in D with partial derivatives a.e. in D 
and such that 0 +f(re”) is absolutely continuous for a.a. r and r -f(re’“) 
is absolutely continuous for a.a. 8. Suppose 
IVfI’(l-IzI)“dxdy<aI (z=x+iy) 
for some c(, Odcc< 1. Then 
lim f(re’“) 
r-l 
exists C, quasi-everywhere, where C, is the capacity defined by using the 
kernel I x I ~ Z if c1> 0 and the kernel log l/l x I if a = 0 (thus C, has the same 
null sets as logarithmic capacity). In the special case when f is harmonic in 
D this result was obtained by Broman in 1947 [2]. 
In this paper, which was inspired by an approach used by 
Fukushima [ 111 to quasi-everywhere convergence of Fourier series on dD, 
we prove a stochastic result of this type. The convergence along radial 
lines-nontangential convergence is replaced by convergence along the 
paths of certain Markov process X, (e.g., Brownian motion) in the unit ball 
B in R” for n 2 2 conditioned to exit at specified boundary points and the 
functions we consider are X,-harmonic extensions of boundary functions 
with finite norm wrt a Dirichlet form on the boundary. In the special case 
when n = 2 and X, is Brownian motion we get Broman’s result by choosing 
the Dirichlet form on aD appropriately. 
More precisely, let m denote the normalized Lebesgue measure 
on the unit sphere S of R” and let &‘( ., .) be the Dirichlet form on 
L’(m) associated to a continuous, symmetric convolution semigroup 
of probability measures on a group G of isometries on S. (See 
Fukushima [lo].) Let Cap denote the capacity associated to &r( ., .) = 
a(., .)+ (., .) where (., .) is the usual inner product in L2(m). By “Cap 
quasi-everywhere” we mean “except on a set F with Cap F = 0". Let X, be a 
Markov process in B satisfying a certain “G-invariance” requirement. For 
f~ L’(m) let f denote the X,-harmonic extension off to B. (If X, is Brow- 
nian motion B, then fcoincide with the classical harmonic extension of 1:) 
Then our main result is the following (Theorem 1): 
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(1.3) If u is a real function on S such that &(u, U) < cc then 
lim ii = ii(e) a.s. 
f--rT 
for quasi-all 8 E S, where ti is a quasi-continuous version of u and A’: is the 
process X, conditioned to exit from B at 8. 
2. QUASI-EVERYWHERE BOUNDARY CONVERGENCE 
Let b4,,o be a continuous symmetric convolution semigroup of 
probability measures v, on a group G of isometries on S, i.e., 
6) V,*V,=V,+s, t, s>o, 
(ii) SGf(~)dv,(y)=Sc;f(~~‘)dv,(y) f or all bounded Bore1 functions f 
on G, 
(iii) lim,,, v,=& 
where * denotes convolution and 6 is the Dirac measure at 1 E G. 
Let (X,, Q, P”) be a strong Markov process in B with continuous paths 
and a (possibly infinite) lifetime r. We assume that no killing of X, occurs 
inside B and that X, satisfies the following conditions (2.1) (a)-(c), (2.2) 
(note that these conditions are satisfied for Brownian motion B,), 
X,=lim X,ES exists a.s. P-’ (2.1) I-r 
for all x E B. Moreover, if we define the X,-harmonic measure 1~ by 
A,(F) = E’[X, E F], F c S Bore1 set 
then A, is absolutely continuous w.r.t. m and 
where 
(a) K(x, 0)>0 for all xEB, 8ES, 
(b) K(x,e)+O as x+rES\{e}, 
(c) 8 + K(x, 0) is uniformly continuous for x E H, if H c B is 
compact. 
(2.2) (G-invariance.) For any isometry y E G we have that X, with 
probability law P” has the same finite-dimensional distributions as yX, with 
probability law P”. 
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In particular, this implies that 
(i) K(x, 0) = K(y.u, ~0) and 
(ii) K(0, 8) = I. 
For ,f~ L’(m) we define its X,-harmonic extension f by 
.fb) = mx~,)I = Jrw ux, 4) dM#). (2.3) 
Now define 
Pt(5,J‘) = am,/. dV,(Y), 5 EWE C(S). (2.4) 
Then p,( ., . ) is a strongly continuous Markovian transition function. 
Moreover, P, is m-symmetric in the sense that 
for all u, u E C(S). This is because 
= 1.l 44) v(?/ ‘5) dV,(Y) dm(5) 
= ill’ u(r5) v(5) dV,(Y) dm(r), 
using (ii) and that m is isometry invariant on S. 
Let B be the regular Dirichlet form on L’(m) associated with 11, (see 
[ 10, pp. 29-30). Put .q = g(W) (the domain of definition of 8) and let A be 
the nonpositive definite self-adjoint operator given by 
a(u, v)= -(u, Av), 9(A)c9, (2.5) 
where (.;) denotes the usual inner product in L*(m). As in 
Fukushima [ 111 we now define 
v= (I- A) ‘!2. (2.6) 
Then we have: 
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LEMMA 1 (See Fukushima [ll, pp. 131-1321). 
(a) (Vf)(<)= j? (l/&J em”(P.,.f)(5) ds;fe L*(m). 
(b) Vf is quasi-continuous for each f E L*(m). 
(c) F = { Vf;fS L*(m)). 
Cd) &,l(Vf, Vg)=(f,g)forf,gcL*(m), where &,(.;)=a(.;)+(.;). 
(e) If u E 9 and ic denotes a quasi-continuous version of u then 
Cap{& Iii(e)1 >I.}<$&,(24 u). 
Here Cap denotes the capacity w.r.t. &, i.e., 
Cap(U) = inf { 8, (24, u); u E 9, u 3 1 ax. on U} (2.7) 
if U is open and 
Cap(H)=inf(Cap(U); Uopen, Ux HJ 
for genera/ H. 
We say that g is quasi-continuous (w.r.t. Cap) if for all E > 0 we can find 
a set H with Cap(H) < E such that g 1 S\ H is continuous. 
Combining (a) from Lemma 1 with the definition (2.5) of pr we obtain 
LEMMA 2. If fe L’(m) then 
(Vf)(O= 1 f(yOdAy), (2.8) 
where p is the measure on G defined by 
p(F)=~~~~~e~‘“,~(F)L, FcG. 
If g is a function on B we can for each r E (0, 1) associate a fuction g, on 
S by 
(s,)(t) =g(r4), t E S. (2.9) 
With this notation we have 
LEMMA 3. Let f E L2(m) and let 7 denote the Xl-harmonic extension off, 
given by (2.2). Then 
(5 (0 = Vt7L (5) for all 5 E S. 
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Proof 
= .c.i .fX$K(rS, 4) 44y) dm(d) (by Lemma 2) 
= j.i f(d) K(r5, ~~‘4) 44~) dm(#) (WI isometry invariant) 
= j.l f(4) f4HrSh 4) 44~) dm(4) (by (2.1)(d)) 
= f (?I, (Y5) 44Y) = WL (5). 
If g is a bounded Bore1 function on B we define 
( Vg)(x) = (Vg,)(@, where O=k, r= 1x1. 
Note that by (2.8) and (2.9) we still have 
(Vg)(x) = j, .dYX) 4(Y) for XE B. (2.10) 
Next we explain Doob’s concept of a conditioned X,-process (see Doob 
[7, 83 for details): 
Let h > 0 be an X,-harmonic function, i.e., 
h(x) = E”[h(XD)] for all stopping times /? < r. 
Then we put 
(T;f)(x) = I“‘h:h:‘“‘; f~ C,,(B) 
x 
(G(B) = U-s C(B);fh as compact support } ) where ( T, f ) (x) = E” [f( X,)] 
is the transition function of X,. 
The semigroup (Tf),,O will be the transition function of a strong 
Markov process denoted by X: with probability law Pi, i.e., we have 
~;Cf(ml= 1 f(X) dPi: = ~Wf0’,) h(Xt)l n h(x) . 
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In particular, for a fixed 8 E S we have that 
h(x) = K(x, e) is X,-harmonic in B. (2.11) 
This can be seen as follows: 
By the-strong Markov property we know that for all f~L*(m) the 
function f(x)=E”[f(X,)] is X,-harmonic in B (see, e.g., [12, (7.17) in 
Chap. VII]). Therefore, 
= f(d) E”CK(Jfp d)l dm(d) s for all stopping times fi < r. 
Since this holds for all f~ L*(m) we conclude that 
for a.a. q4 with respect to m. 
So by condition (2.1)(c) we obtain (2.11). 
From now on we will let Xl denote the K( ., f3)-conditioned X,-process 
and we abbreviate P”,(.,,, to P;. By condition (2.1) (b) we know that 
x; + 8 a.s. Q P; as t + t , (2.12) 
where t@ is the life time (i.e., the first exit time from B) of Xy. 
The next result gives a crucial connection between the expectation 
involving the conditioned process and the conditional expectation of the 
original process: (We interpret X, as A’, if t > t and similarly with A’: in 
order to simplify the notation.) 
LEMMA 4. Let g he a bounded Bore1 function on B. Then 
E”Cg(X,)lX,=8l=E~Cg(X~)l. 
Proof We must show that 
E”Cg(X,)I x,1 = b%CgW:)Ihwr~ 
i.e., that 
E”Cf(~,)g(~,)l=ExCf(~,)~;;Cg(~)l,=,l (2.13) 
for all bounded Bore1 functions f: 
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The right-hand side of (2.13) is 
= .f’(Q) I E’MX,) k’(X,> ~~11 K(x, Q) K(x, 0) dm(0) 
=E’ dx,) jf.(W K(X,> 0) dm(H)l= E‘CdX,) EXU’(~,)l 
1 
= E’CE’Cg(X,).f(J’,)I J&II = E-‘Cd~,)f’(~,)l, 
where AT is the a-algebra generated by {X, h r; t 3 0) and we have used 
the strong Markov property for A’, (see, e.g., (7.15), Chap. VII in [12]). 
LEMMA 5. Let g he a bounded Bore1 ,function on B. Then, with E, = Ei, 
E= EO, 
EnC( WVI’)I = WoCgM’)IL H E s. 
Proqf: 
=E &X,1 4(l)) K(X,, @] (by G’.2)(ii)) 
= I EC.dyX,) KW-,, 141 dAy) by (2.2)(i)) 
= ECg(X,) K(X,, rWl44r) I (by (2.2)) 
= V(E,Cg(Xjl)l). 
LEMMA 6. Letf’E L*(m). Then 
E’Cl%, I\ .I-f’(x,)I*l +O as t+x 
Proqfl Let M, =,7(X, A ,). Th en we see that M, is a martingale w.r.t. the 
c-algebras A+!~ generated by {X,, ~ i ; s < t }, 
E’CM, I~‘61 = -U.%Y h ,)I ~%l= EXr h ‘C?‘W,, r) n ,)I =.kY, ,, ,), 
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for all s > t, since ?: is X,-harmonic. Moreover, 
So Lemma 6 follows from the martingale convergence theorem. (See, e.g., 
Cl31.) 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper: 
THEOREM 1. Let {v, > be a continuous symmetric convolution semigroup 
?f measures on a group G of‘ isometries on S and let X, be any Murkov 
process in B satisfying the conditions (2.1 ), (2.2) ubove. 
Let u E .F. Then ,for quasi-all 8 E S we have that 
lim 5(X:) = a( 6) a..~. Pz. 
,-rT 
Proof: Write EH = @ and E = E(‘. For 0 < r < 1 put 
p=p,=inf{t>O; [.%?I =r> 
r,=inf{t>O; IX,1 =r}. 
Choose fe L2(m) such that u = Vf (Lemma 1 (c)). Then for A > 0 we have 
Cap{@ E,[sup ) ii - ii(O))] > A} 
f > p 
=Cap(~;E,[supI(~f)(~Y)-(~f)(~)ll>~) 
f>P 
= Cap{& E,[sup I V(T(Xt)-f(0)}]] > A} (by Lemma 3) 
l>P 
<Cap{& V(E,[sup Ij(Xf)-f(0)l])>A} (becausegdh* VgG Vh 
I > p 
and by Lemma 5) 
~$&(V(E,[sup... I), V(E,[sup... I)) (by Lemma l(b), (e)) 
IZP f>P 
= $ II Usup I Ax? -fW,l 1 II tqm) (by Lemma l(d)) 
l>P 
=$I( ECsup I f(x,) -f(x,)ll X, = QII~Lz~~) (by Lemma 4) 
I > T, 
=$ EC(ECsup I .&‘,) -fV,)l I KN’I 
I > T, 
(by (2.1 )(c)) 
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(cond. exp. reduces L* norm) 
(martingale inequality) 
40 as r + 1 by Lemma 6. 






So for quasi-all 8 we have by monotone convergence 
Hence 
E@‘!ill (sup j E(XY) - &(#)I)] = 0. 
f>P 
lim (sup 1 G(Xy) - ti(0)() = 0 a.s. Pj, 
r-l l>P 
i.e., 
lim ii = a(0) a.s. Pi t-r 
for quasi-all 0 E S. That completes the proof. 
3. EXAMPLES 
We now look at the special case when n = 2, i.e., B is the unit disc D in 
the plane. Then it is known (see [lo, p. 313) that there is a l-l correspon- 
dence between the continuous symmetric convolution semigroups {v,} I a 0 
and the set of all real sequences ;1= {A,}:, satisfying 
and 
II,=o, &=I-, (3.1) 
C(~n+LY-~“M)pnpm~O (3.2) 
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for any real sequence {p,} with finite support. This correspondence is given 
by 
fit(n) = 1 &““dv,((j) zr e ‘&I for all n, (3.3) 
and the Dirichlet form corresponding to 1, is 
E(u, u) = c I a(n A”, 
where fi(n)=(1/27c)jpe- ““~(0) de is the nth Fourier coefficient of 
u(e) E L*( aD). 
Examples of sequences {A,,} satisfying (3.1) and (3.2) are 
/I,= ItZl’-“, where -l<cr<l (3.4) 
and 
A,=log(l+ InI). (3.5) 
In particular, if we choose 
1,=7clnl 
then the corresponding Dirichlet form $9 on L*(aD) is given by 
~(24,24)=7c f Iti(n)l’ Inl. (3.6) 
-no 
Moreover, we have 
V(u, u) = 22(ii, ii), (3.7) 
where C is the classical harmonice extension of u to D and 9 denotes the 
classical Dirichlet form 
g(f,g)=fJ Vf*Vgdx. (3.8) 
D 
(See [ 10, p. 121.) Therefore the (classical) harmonic functions h in D with 
bounded Dirichlet integral are exactly the harmonic extensions ii of 
functions u E L*(iYD) with U(u, u) < co. 
In fact, we have the following more general connection between Dirichlet 
forms on i3D and in D: 
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LEMMA 7. Lrt R,( ~ ) ht, the Dirichler ,fhrm on ?D corresponding to 
i,, = ( n / ’ ‘, kt,herr ~ 1 < cz < 1. 
Then 1st~ hart 
where 2 = .Y + in,. 
Proof: We may assume u(0) = C,& ,, a,,eOfH. Then 
G(re”‘) = 2 a,,r”e”“’ = C a,,:“, IVZ)‘= ll?‘(z)l*= c / na,,z” ’ 1’. 
Hence 
s )VCI*(l-IzI)“d.xd~ n 




r*+ ‘(I -r)l dr 
0 
=E(2n, 1 +a)= 
r’(2n)r(l +a) 
f(2n + 1 + a) 
(,,)*,I I/2 e 2n 
- (Zn + , + M)2” + I + nr l/2, e 211~ I ~~ 1 
where a-h means that h/c < a < ch for some constant C. 
Therefore 
s IVz?l* (1 - lzI)“dxdy-c [a,,[* InI’ ‘, n ,I 
which proves Lemma 6. 
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It remains to relate the capacity w.r.t. &%‘,, Cap,, to the classical capacities 
C,. The following result (as the preceding) is well known to experts, but it 
seems to be hard to find it in the literature. 
LEMMA 8. Let Cap, denote the capacity associated to the Dirichlet form 
&z corresponding to 
Then 
(3.10) 
For completeness we sketch a proof: 
Put y,, = (n 1 ’ ’ + 1 and define 
Then 
becausej’i”x-“cosnxdx=InI”-‘Jpu ‘cosudu-l/y,. 
The energy E[p] of a measure p w.r.t. K is 
I B(n)12 E[~l=jjK(x-~)d~(x)d~(y)=~~ 
n 11 
If u > 1 on an open set U c aD and p is a positive measure on U we have 
d A, &‘,(u, U) E[p], where A, is a constant. 
Hence 
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Cap,(U) 3 f C,( U). 
I 
To get the opposite inequality we use that if fl is the positive measure on 
U with p(U) = 1 which minimizes EC/I], then 
v(x)= j~(*-YMY) 
satisfies v(x) = E[p] a.e. on U (see Carleson [S, p. 171). Hence 
where A2 is a constant. That completes the proof of Lemma 7. 
Combining Theorem 1 with Lemmas 6 and 7 we obtain the following 
stochastic analogue of Broman’s theorem: 
COROLLARY 1. Let h be a harmonic function in D such that 
s ]Vh~2(1-]z])“dxdy<co. D 
for some r, O<cc< 1. Then 
lim h(By) 
,--rI 
exists as. Pi for quasi-all 8 E aD w.r.t. the capacity C,. 
A natural question is: Does convergence of a given harmonic function 
along a.a. conditional paths Bf for a fixed 0 imply nontangential con- 
vergence at d? For n = 2 the answer is yes. This is a result due to Brelot 
and Doob (see IS]). Therefore, Corollary 1 implies the result by Broman 
stated earlier. 
In order to obtain similar results for the unit ball B in R” for n > 2 one 
would have to investigate the continuous symmetric convolution 
semigroups of probability measures on the given group G of isometries on 
S and then try to relate the capacity corresponding to the associated 
Dirichlet forms to the classical capacities. This topic will not be discussed 
here. 
Finally we mention that the technique used above also applies to con- 
tinuous symmetric convolution semigroups of probability measures on R”. 
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Using the description of such semigroups given by the L&vy-Khinchin for- 
mula (see [ 10, p. 291) one can proceed as above and obtain results about 
quasi-everywhere boundary convergence of harmonic functions in the half- 
space [w” x [0, co) along conditional Brownian paths. This raises the 
question whether convergence of a given harmonic function in [w” x [0, co) 
along (a.a.) conditional paths B;’ for quasi-all x E R” (e.g., w.r.t. Newtonian 
capacity in (w”+ ‘) ’ pl’ im ies nontangential convergence for quasi-all x. If one 
replaces quasi-all with almost all (Lebesgue measure) then the answer is 
known to be no, by an example due to Burkholder and Gundy [4]. 
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